
 

Abstract—Telerobotics has the potential to facilitate the 

repair of satellites in geosynchronous orbit by allowing human 

operators to interact naturally with remote objects. Time 

delays on the order of seconds make it difficult to provide 

immersive feedback to the operator, motivating the use of 

predictive visual and haptic displays of the robot and 

environment. A teleoperation framework developed for this 

scenario invokes a two-part environment model that predicts 

motion of objects in the environment, both in free space and 

during contact with the robot. When objects in the 

environment are in free space, a propagated model using 

delayed data provides predictive feedback to the operator. 

However, when the robot interacts with the environment, a 

local environment model that does not propagate delayed data 

is used. This reduces computational load and ensures stability 

during robot-environment interactions. Two experiments were 

carried out to test the teleoperation system. Results 

demonstrate the ability of the prediction algorithm to provide 

reliable feedback and improve operator performance before, 

during, and after robot-environment interactions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HIS paper is motivated by the application of robotic 

servicing of satellites in geosynchronous orbit, as 

defined by the USA's Defense Advanced Research Project 

Agency (DARPA) project known as "Phoenix" 

(http://darpa.mil/Our_Work/TTO/Programs/Phoenix.aspx). 

We propose that teleoperation of the remote robot provides 

the flexibility of human-in-the-loop control needed for many 

of the tasks required for satellite servicing, such as installing 

equipment and reacting to unexpected circumstances (e.g. 

retrieving floating parts or tools). We present a framework 

for ground-based teleoperation of a remote robot. To 

compensate for communication delays, virtual robot and 

environment models are displayed to the operator. These 

models predict the motion of the remote robot and 

environment so that the operator perceives no delay. For the 

Phoenix project, remote manipulation will be accomplished 

using the FREND arm [1], shown in Fig. 1 along with a 

teleoperator interface developed by our team. However, the 

work presented in this paper uses a laboratory test-bed. 
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Previous work on robotic satellite servicing has 

demonstrated teleoperation of robots in low Earth orbit [2]-

[4]. In early experiments, the communication delays 

considered were on the order of seconds [2], [3]. Since then, 

successful teleoperation has been demonstrated in low Earth 

orbit, but using communication through geosynchronous 

orbit with communication delays as low as half a second [4]. 

However, we expect factors such as end-to-end data-link 

processing to add to the half-second communication delay 

due to the distance from Earth to geosynchronous orbit. This 

will likely result in round-trip time delays of two or more 

seconds, similar to previous work teleoperating in low Earth 

orbit. 

Early work on space teleoperation expressed the need for 

predictive displays [4] to overcome communication delays 

exceeding 1 second. Such displays have been used to 

provide visual feedback of robot [6] and environment 

motion [2], as well as force feedback [3]. While free space 

prediction of a moving object and model-mediated haptic 

feedback have been explored separately, we present a 

unified teleoperation framework that both predicts 

environment motion and permits bilateral interactions with 

the environment. This framework combines predictive robot 

and environment models with a model-mediated approach to 

haptic interaction. Our approach to environment modeling 

expands on the concept of using two environment models 

put forth by Brady and Tarn [7]. 

To validate this combined approach, we present 

experimental results of catching and pushing a free-floating 

object under communication time delay. The experiments 

demonstrate the need and effectiveness of the predictive, 

model-mediated approach. We also present the application 

of a novel robotic gripper based on directional adhesion that 

is robust to orientation errors [8]. The gripper is shown to be 

beneficial in catching a free-floating object because it 

compensates for orientation constraints of the robotic 

hardware. 
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Fig. 1. The FREND arm and a teleoperation interface. Photo on left 
courtesy of the Naval Research Lab, © 2009; photo on right courtesy of 

Millennium Engineering and Integration Company. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

The teleoperation scenario relevant to our work consists 

of a human operator on Earth using a master manipulator to 

control a robot in space. The remote robot acts on delayed 

commands from Earth and transmits sensor data, which is 

further delayed, back to Earth. The delayed data is received 

by the operator through visual and haptic feedback. These 

time delays can reduce the operator’s sense of immersion, 

resulting in the adoption of a “move-and-wait” strategy, and 

lead to instability when haptic feedback is present [4]. 

For delays on the order of seconds, predictive robot 

models have been used to remove visual delays during 

operation of a robot in a static environment [6]. In these 

cases, graphical, geometric models of static environments 

were used to present the environment with the effects of 

delay removed [2], [3], [9]-[12]. In moving environments, 

predictive models that propagate delayed sensor data 

forward in time were shown to be necessary for controlled 

interaction with the environment [2], [12]. 

If the remote robot is to physically interact with its 

environment, then dynamic predictions of contact forces are 

needed in addition to prediction of environment geometry 

and motion. A contact model improves the prediction of 

robot interactions with its environment, and can be used for 

model-mediated haptic feedback [11], [13], [14]. 

While a number of researchers have investigated model-

mediated haptic feedback for static environments [3], [9], 

[10], [13], [14], less work has been done to integrate 

dynamic motion prediction with bilateral force feedback. 

Kikuchi [12] used haptic feedback with dynamic motion 

prediction to compensate for delays of up to 0.5 seconds. 

However, he was able to use scattering methods to provide 

stable haptic feedback instead of a model-mediated approach 

due to the relatively small delay. Brady and Tarn [7] 

suggested a high-level framework for integrating model-

based bilateral teleoperation with predictive motion models. 

They suggested combining (via a weighted sum) a 

propagated model based on delayed sensor data and a local 

dynamic model including contact mechanics. In this paper, 

the two models are called the propagated model and local 

model. We significantly extend the ideas presented in [6], 

providing an implementation and experimental validation. 

In our implementation, visual and haptic feedback of the 

predicted virtual robot and environment are supplied to the 

operator based on dynamic and geometric models. Unlike 

previous work, we combine a nonlinear robot model, a 

nonlinear environment model, and model-mediated haptic 

feedback. This framework enables operators controlling a 

remote robot under large delays to physically interact with 

moving environments. 

III. TELEOPERATION FRAMEWORK 

The main components of our teleoperation framework are 

shown in Fig. 2. The components on Earth communicate 

with each other with very small time delays between them 

(order of milliseconds). The communication delays between 

the Earth and space components are on the order of seconds. 

For the implementation described in Section III.C, the 

signals sent over the communication channel are the master 

states and the states of the remote environment. In future 

implementation other information will be sent, such as the 

state of the remote robot. The components of the framework 

that are of primary interest in this paper are the virtual 

environment model (Contact and Env. Model block) and 

dynamic robot model (Virtual Robot block), discussed in the 

following two subsections. 

A. Virtual Environment Model 

The virtual environment model is used to provide visual 

feedback to the operator and to compute contact forces 

between the environment and robot. It makes use of two 

models: a propagated model used during free space motion 

that uses delayed sensor data from the remote environment; 

and a local model used during environment and robot 

interaction that includes contact mechanics. The virtual 

environment switches between the two models as described 

below and in Fig. 3. Both models provide visual feedback, 

but only the local model provides haptic feedback. For 

working with satellites in space, it is assumed that a priori 

geometric models are available, but if not, these properties 

could be estimated online [15]. Therefore, the state of the 

environment completely defines the pose of the geometric 

models in the visual display. 

The need for two models is due in part to the challenge of 

computing contact points and forces fast enough to use them 

within the propagated model. The propagated model must 

simulate the dynamics of the environment over the entire 

round-trip delay during each time step of the local bilateral 

controller, which must run at a high rate to provide high-

fidelity haptic feedback. 

Delayed data from the remote environment comes from 

vision sensing and is used to estimate the state of the 

environment. An arbitrary object floating in space can be 

modeled using the general Euler equations of motion with 

the angles expressed as quaternions. The resulting dynamic 

model is nonlinear. The states from vision data can be 

estimated using an extended or unscented Kalman filter [2], 

[15]. The delayed environment state is used as an initial 

 
 

Fig. 2. Teleoperation framework. The components on Earth are in green. 

The components in space are in yellow. The communication channel adds 

time delay on the order of seconds. 
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condition for the propagated model.  

The propagated model then computes ahead in time what 

the state of the environment will be after the round-trip 

delay. This propagated state is visually displayed to the 

operator. In addition, the propagated state is used to detect 

initial contact between the environment and robot. When 

contact with the robot is detected, the algorithm switches to 

the purely local model that does not use delayed sensor data 

but does include a contact mechanics model. 

The local model initializes to the state of the propagated 

model at the instant that contact is detected, thereby ensuring 

a smooth transition. Although it uses the same nonlinear 

dynamic model as the propagated model, the local model is 

computed only once per time step because there is no need 

to propagate delayed data. The local model also computes 

contact forces based on compliance properties of the 

environment and robot. The computed forces are used to 

predict the environment and robot motion and to provide 

haptic feedback to the operator. Because the local model is 

based only on local information, the communication delay 

does not affect the haptic feedback. Thus the stability of the 

bilateral control is based only on the local model, virtual 

robot, and human. 

When contact between the robot and the environment is 

removed, there is not an immediate switch back to the 

propagated model. Because the propagated model does not 

include contact mechanics, it diverges during contact. 

However, after one round-trip delay, when new data is 

received from the remote environment, it will converge back 

to the correct free space prediction. Therefore, the algorithm 

switches back to the propagated model only after contact is 

removed and one round-trip delay has passed. This transition 

is not necessarily a smooth one, like the transition from the 

propagated model to the local model. However, the 

smoothness of this transition is less important because the 

environment is no longer in contact with the robot; it is more 

important that the operator receives the most accurate 

feedback of the remote environment as soon as possible. 

B. Virtual Robot Model 

The virtual robot is controlled directly by the operator via 

a master manipulator. It is not propagated from delayed data 

like the propagated environment model. Because the master 

commands are sent to both the virtual and remote robot 

controllers, the combined virtual robot and controller must 

reflect the response of the real robot and its controller. 

Assuming that both the virtual and remote robots are able 

track the master without steady-state error, the state of the 

virtual robot will converge to that of the remote robot. 

C. Implementation 

As shown in Fig. 4, the laboratory implementation of the 

teleoperation system consisted of a master manipulator, 

remote robot with gecko-inspired gripper, overhead vision 

system, and graphical operator interface. The remote 

environment was an air bearing-mounted “pod.” The 

functionality of each component is described below. 

MATLAB Simulink code controlled the system as a 

whole at 500 Hz. Data from the vision system was obtained 

at approximately 30 Hz, and the graphics were updated at 60 

Hz. The environment and robot models were implemented as 

MATLAB function blocks. Between these components were 

the necessary coordinate-frame transformations, control 

laws, and time delays. The top-level Simulink blocks follow 

 
Fig. 3. Flowchart of the environment model. At the start, when the 

environment is in free space, the propagated model is used as the feedback 

environment model. When contact is made, the local model states are reset 
to the current state of the propagated model, and the environment model is 

switched to the local model. When contact is removed, the environment 

model is switched back to the propagated model after one round-trip delay 
cycle is complete. 

 
Fig. 4. Laboratory test-bed for time-delayed teleoperation experiments. 

During testing, the operator faced away from the remote environment, 

seeing only the on-screen visualization. The camera used for visualization 
(not shown) was mounted on the ceiling. An image from the camera, taken 

using reacTIVision, is shown in the inset. 
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the diagram in Fig. 2.  

1) Operator Interface – A PHANTOM Omni was the 

master input device and provided haptic feedback. Virtual 

fixtures were applied immediately in front of the base of the 

device and to either side prevent the master from 

commanding the robot to a singular position. The Omni was 

also constrained to a plane at the height necessary for the 

gripper mounted on the robot to contact the pod. 

The Chai3D (http://chai3d.org) library was used to 

provide visual feedback of the state of the pod and robot to 

the operator based on a priori CAD models. When using 

prediction feedback, only the predicted state was displayed. 

The operator could adjust the view angle and zoom. 

2) Local Robot and Control – A Sensable PHANTOM 

Premium 1.5A was used as the remote robot. The dynamic 

model of the Premium comes from Abbott [16]. This model 

is expressed in joint coordinates and PID control was used 

for each joint. The control gains were tuned to match the 

performance of the actual PHANTOM Premium used as the 

remote robot. The control gains for each joint, using the joint 

label convention from [16], were:         ,      , 

        ;        ,         ,            and 

       ,         ,         . In addition to the PID 

control gains, a static torque offset of      N m was added 

to joint 2 and an open-loop gain of      was added to the 

desired angle of joint 3. The controller was not designed for 

performance, but to match the behavior of the remote robot. 

The contact forces generated by the local environment 

model were applied to the robot model as joint torques. 

3) Virtual Environment – For the experiments discussed in 

Section IV, air bearings constrained the pod to a horizontal 

plane, reducing its degrees of freedom to two in translation 

and one in rotation. The nonlinear dynamic model is 
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(1)  

In (1), the subscripts        represent a body-fixed 

coordinate frame and     represent a world frame. Unlike 

previous work [2], [7], we did not linearize the model, but 

used the nonlinear model for prediction. The pod’s mass was 

      kg with an            kg m2
 moment of inertia 

about its vertical axis. When released from rest, an uneven 

floor caused the pod to accelerate. The acceleration was 

modeled as           cm/s
2
 and         cm/s

2
 in (1). 

Ralston’s Second Order Runge-Kutta method was used to 

propagate the model. For a round-trip time delay of    and a 

step size of   ,       iterations of the model were solved in 

one sample time of the local bilateral controller. 

When using camera data to determine the state of the pod, 

the camera’s update rate may be lower than the sampling 

rate of the local bilateral controller. For this experiment, 

vision data was processed at 30 Hz, while the controller 

sampling rate was 500 Hz. Therefore, in addition to 

propagating state of the environment to compensate for the 

communication delay, the propagated model also predicted 

the state of the environment in between the packets of vision 

data. To do this, the propagated model recorded both the 

round-trip delay prediction and a one-sample-ahead 

prediction. In the next sample time, if no new data had been 

received from the vision system, then the one-sample-ahead 

prediction from the previous sample-time was used as the 

initial value for the propagated model.  

For the local model, the nonlinear dynamic model in (1) 

was implemented using the Bogacki-Shampine method for 

the numerical integration. Multi-point contact mechanics 

were implemented using the Bullet physics 

(http://bulletphysics.org) library. The force generated 

between the environment and robot was applied to the 

virtual pod and robot, as well as haptic feedback to the 

operator using the Omni. 

4) Remote Robot and Controller – The PHANTOM 

Premium 1.5A was controlled by the master manipulator via 

position control in world coordinates. The PID control gains 

were:       ,      ,      ;       ,      , 

     ; and       ,       ,      . 

A collapsing truss grasper [8] (a.k.a. Gecko Gripper), 

shown in Fig. 4, was attached to a 3D-printed end effector 

on the Premium for the catching experiment described in 

Section IV. The Premium's end effector was not actuated, so 

independent control of the gripper’s orientation was not 

possible. However, the end effector was used to roughly 

orient the gripper relative to the face of the pod and enable 

catching. The gripper compensated for minor misalignment 

with the pod face by using outriggers for dynamic passive 

alignment. The Gecko Gripper employs directional dry-

adhesive pads. Such adhesives adhere to smooth surfaces 

when a shear load is applied parallel to their surface. In this 

way, they can be “turned on” by applying shear, and “off” 

by removing the load. The same pads were used for all the 

tests. The gripper’s mechanism is designed to apply such a 

shear load to a pair of opposing adhesive pads as the truss 

collapses when the gripper contacts a surface. Once the truss 

is fully collapsed, the mechanism magnetically latches and 

locks the shear loads on the adhesives. Forces and torques 

exerted on the gripper during rebound are absorbed by a 

nonlinear spring attached to the back of the truss via a boom 

arm, increasing the gripper's ability to absorb kinetic energy. 

For the contact experiment, a thin piece of foam replaced 

the Gecko Gripper on the Premium end effector. This 

allowed the robot to push the pod without gripping it and 

provided compliance to allow for misalignment due to the 

lack of control of the gripper’s orientation. 

5) Remote Environment – The pod was constructed with a 

lightweight wood base that attached to three 3D-printed air 
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bearings that received air from a wall supply via a tether, 

based on the design by Howard et al. [17]. To reduce 

friction, the test-bed floor was waxed, and Teflon-coated 

mini-DVDs were affixed to the bottom of each bearing. A 

rectangular steel tube was mounted on top of the wood base, 

and acrylic plates were attached to each side to provide a 

smooth catching surface for the Gecko Gripper.  

An overhead web camera and reacTIVision 

(http://reactivision.sourceforge.net), an open-source two-

dimensional fiducial tracker, were used to obtain the states 

of the pod at approximately 30 Hz. The states were scaled 

based on calibration fiducials, and the velocities were 

estimated using a finite difference and a first-order 

Butterworth low-pass filter with a 0.75 Hz cutoff frequency. 

The cutoff frequency was low because the acceleration of 

the pod moving in free space was low. An image from 

reacTIVision is shown in the inset in Fig. 4. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

Two experiments were carried out to test the teleoperation 

framework. The first, a catching experiment, tested the free 

space prediction in a manner similar to previous studies [2], 

[12]. An operator attempted to catch a floating pod under 

time delays of up to 2 seconds. Performance during the use 

of predictive robot and environment models was compared 

to that with using only a predictive robot model and with 

using no prediction. The second, a contact test, involved the 

operator pushing the pod under time delay. For some trials 

the pod was initially at rest when the operator made contact, 

and for others, the pod was moving towards the robot; the 

operator had to stop the pod and push it away in a controlled 

fashion. This experiment tested the propagated and local 

model and the ability to switch between them. It also 

demonstrated haptic feedback provided by the contact 

mechanics of the local model. 

A. Procedure 

The catching experiment was carried out for time delays 

of 0, 0.5, 1, and 2 seconds with three different types of 

visual feedback: delayed feedback of the robot and 

environment; predictive feedback of the robot only; and 

predictive feedback of both the robot and the environment. 

For each combination of delay and feedback, five trials were 

conducted. A trial consisted of the pod being pushed towards 

the robot from an angle of 50-55 degrees from the   axis and 

then the operator attempting to catch the pod. The average 

velocity of the pod for all the trials was approximately 44 

cm/sec, varying from 35 cm/sec to 50 cm/sec. The minimum 

velocity was constrained by the need to push the pod fast 

enough to reduce the effect of friction between the air 

bearings and the floor. Two seconds of delay was the longest 

delay used due to the high pod velocity and the space 

constraints, but it has been shown that increasing velocity 

has a similar effect on performance as increasing delay when 

tracking a constant-velocity object [12]. 

For each trial, the same subject with significant 

teleoperation experience was the operator and the same 

individual pushed the pod. The result was a catch, a hit, or a 

miss. A catch was considered a successful trial and a miss an 

unsuccessful trial. A hit occurred when the gripper made 

contact with the pod but did not catch the pod. This occurred 

during testing for a number of reasons, such as over-rotation 

of the pod, such as could not be compensated for by the 

gripper’s dynamic passive alignment, or an improper contact 

caused by the operator. As the speed of the tests made it 

difficult to ascertain the cause of the hit without catching, 

these hits were noted and the trials were repeated until either 

a catch or miss occurred. Data was also recorded to evaluate 

the prediction accuracy of the robot and environment 

models. For the catching experiment, the local model with 

contact mechanics was not implemented and only the 

propagated environment model was used. 

During the contact test, the operator pushed the pod with 

the end effector. With both the propagated and local 

environment models implemented, the teleoperation system 

predicted the pod’s motion during contact and free space. 

The pod was first pushed from rest in the    direction and 

allowed to float freely. Then the pod was given an initial 

velocity directly toward the robot (  ) and the operator 

would contact the pod, stop it, and push it back. Finally, the 

side of the gripper was used to push the pod in the    

direction. The contact experiment was done with 0.5 seconds 

of delay to reduce the time after contact was broken before 

the environment prediction algorithm switched from the 

local model to the propagated model. 

B. Results 

The results of the catching experiment are summarized in 

Table I. The propagated model enabled the operator to catch 

the pod in each of the 5 trials for all of the delay magnitudes 

attempted. Without the environment prediction, the operator 

was only able to catch the pod two times with 1 second of 

delay and never with 2 seconds of delay. Without the robot 

or environment prediction, the operator’s performance 

degraded further, catching the pod only once with a 0.5 

second delay and never with a 1-second delay. No trials 

were attempted with a 2-second delay for the latter case with 

no robot or environment prediction. 

Fig. 5 shows an example trajectory of the pod and the 

prediction with 1 second of delay. The prediction is shifted 

in time so that it lines up with the delayed data. When the 

pod is caught, the prediction continues to move for 1 second 

because the local model was not implemented for the 

catching tests. The root-mean-square errors of the prediction 

for the five trials at 0.5, 1, and 2 seconds were: 0.74 cm ( ) 

and 1.11 cm ( ); 0.91 cm ( ) and 1.62 cm ( ); and 3.44 cm 

( ) and 1.58 cm ( ) respectively. Error was computed 

following the round-trip delay, after prediction converged. 

The contact experiment successfully demonstrated the 

ability of the predictive model to handle robot-environment 

interaction and provide stable haptic feedback to the 

operator. The left plot of Fig. 6 shows the prediction of the 
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pod being pushed from rest in the    direction. The shaded 

region shows when the local model is in use, during contact 

and for one round-trip delay after contact. The average error 

of the local model prediction over five trials was 0.54 cm in 

the   direction. The right plot of Fig. 6 shows the prediction 

of the pod while it is floated towards the robot, stopped by 

the robot, and pushed back. Fig. 7 shows a push in the    

direction, where the operator uses the side of the end effector 

to push the pod. During contact, the robot and pod 

measurements do not overlap because the robot position is 

measured at the center of its end effector and the pod 

position is measured at its center of mass. The offset is the 

thickness of the material between these points. In this 

example, the force on the virtual pod is also applied to the 

virtual robot and provides haptic feedback to the operator.  

C. Discussion 

The catching experiment demonstrates that the free space 

propagated model enables the operator to reliably catch the 

floating pod. In addition to enabling the operator to catch the 

pod every time, the prediction also reduced the number of 

hits that did not result in a catch. Furthermore, using the 

predictive model, when a hit did occur due to improper 

contact between the gripper and the pod, the operator could 

see that he had hit the pod insufficiently. When such a hit 

occurred, the operator often called out that the contact was 

not good before the robot made contact because the 

predictive interface enabled the operator to see the contact 

ahead of time. With only robot prediction or no prediction, 

the operator had to guess when to move the robot before the 

pod approached. Thus, the operator had no knowledge of the 

outcome of the trial until after the fact. This was worse for 

the robot only prediction because the robot and environment, 

as displayed to the operator, do not line up in time. This 

resulted in the operator having to be told the outcome of the 

trial. The task without environment prediction was actually 

made easier than it would be under normal circumstances 

because the pod was coming from approximately the same 

location and with the same velocity. Instead of predicting the 

motion of the pod in each trial, the operator only needed to 

learn the location of the pod at which he should move the 

robot to contact the pod. This enabled the operator to catch 

the pod twice with 1 second of round-trip delay using only 

the robot prediction. These two catches were obtained after 

the operator learned from three misses. This is not sufficient 

for practical use unless the task is equally consistent.  

Without robot and environment prediction, catching the 

pod was even more difficult, resulting in only one catch with 

0.5 seconds of delay. The robot prediction alone 

compensates for half of the round-trip delay, and the delay 

for the operator is effectively doubled without it. Thus, the 

performance with 0.5 and 1 seconds of delay with no 

prediction is similar to the performance with 1 and 2 seconds 

of delay and only robot prediction. 

 
Fig. 5. Trajectories of the remote and predicted pods during the 1-second 

delay catching experiment in both the   (left) and   (right) directions. After 
the pod is pushed, the prediction converges after one round-trip delay. 

When the pod is caught, the predicted pod position continues moving for 

one round-trip delay because contact mechanics not implemented during the 
catching experiment. 

TABLE I 

RESULTS OF POD CATCHING TRIALS 

 

 
Fig. 6. Trajectories of the remote and predicted pods during the contact 

experiment in the   direction. On the left, the pod is pushed from rest. On 

the right, the pod is stopped and pushed away. When the robot makes initial 
contact, the algorithm switches from the propagated model to the local 

model. The algorithm switches back to the propagated model 0.5 seconds 

after contact is broken. 

 
Fig. 7. Trajectories of the remote and predicted pods, master joystick, and 

remote and virtual robot during the contact experiment in the   direction. 
The pod is pushed from rest. Because the virtual force applied to the virtual 

pod is also applied to the virtual robot, the virtual robot does not follow the 
master command but instead predicts the resulting motion of the real robot.  

Prediction Delay Catches Misses Hits

0 5 0 2

No Prediction 0.5 1 4 0

1 0 5 1

0.5 5 0 4

Only Robot Prediction 1 2 3 4

2 0 5 4

0.5 5 0 0

With Prediction 1 5 0 3

2 5 0 3

Prediction Delay Misses Catches Hits

No Prediction 0 0 5 2

No Prediction 0.5 4 1 0

No Prediction 1 5 0 1

Only Robot Prediction 0.5 0 5 4

Only Robot Prediction 1 3 2 4

Only Robot Prediction 2 5 0 4

With Prediction 0.5 0 5 0

With Prediction 1 0 5 3

With Prediction 2 0 5 3
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The prediction accuracy decreased with increasing time 

delay. However, this decrease in accuracy was less 

significant than the increase in time required for the 

prediction to converge. This was why the largest delay in the 

experiment was 2 seconds, though the pod was even 

successfully caught repeatedly with a 2.5 second delay. 

Given the aforementioned velocity and space constraints, 

larger delays prevented detection of the pod’s motion before 

the pod reached the robot. For 2 seconds of delay, the 

prediction barely converged at the time of contact, so the 

errors are significantly higher. Prediction errors after 

convergence, for instance with 0.5 and 1 seconds of delay, 

were due to the imperfections of the floor and forces exerted 

by the air tubing on pod. The resulting unmodeled 

accelerations introduced error into the prediction.  

While the catching experiment demonstrated the 

effectiveness of the propagated model, the contact test 

verified the local model’s ability to predict the robot and pod 

interaction and the capability of the environment model to 

seamlessly transition between free space motion and contact. 

The local model prediction is invariant to the time delay 

because it does not make use of delayed data, except when 

initializing to the state of the propagated model during first 

contact and waiting to switch back to the propagated model 

after contact is broken. Therefore, even though the contact 

test was performed with 0.5 seconds of delay, the local 

prediction accuracy is applicable to arbitrarily long delays.  

The trials in which the pod was moving before contact 

provide a good example of the ability of the environment 

prediction to switch between the propagated and local 

models. When contact is made, the prediction switches from 

the propagated model to the local model, but this switch is 

not visible to the operator because the local model is 

initialized to the state of the propagated model. After the 

robot pushes the pod away, the prediction switches back to 

the propagated model after 0.5 seconds. This switch is 

visible to the operator because the propagated model will 

account for any error that accumulated during the use of the 

local model. This is best seen in Fig. 7. 

In addition to providing a prediction of the pod’s motion, 

the local model also applies contact forces to the virtual 

robot to predict its motion in response to contact with the 

pod. This is seen in Fig. 7, where the virtual robot predicts 

the motion of the remote robot rather than tracking the 

master command as it penetrates the pod. This force is also 

provided to the operator through haptic feedback. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented a method for bilateral teleoperation 

of a remote robot, using models of the robot and its 

environment that can predict motion both in free space and 

during contact. Experiments demonstrated the benefit of the 

propagated model for repeatedly catching a floating object 

with up to 2 seconds of delay. A separate test displayed the 

ability of the combined propagated and local models to 

accurately predict both environment and robot motion when 

transitioning between free space and contact, as well as 

provide stable haptic feedback to the operator. Future work 

will include online updating of the model, improved contact 

models with additional experimental validation, and 

implementation in space on a space-qualified robot, such as 

the FREND arm. Additional challenges will be met in this 

future implementation, such as modeling the inertia of the 

remote robot base, since it will not be grounded in space. 
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